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Executive summary
Tonkin & Taylor (T&T) was engaged by Nelson City Council (NCC) to undertake the 2014
Intermediate Safety Inspection (ISI) of Maitai Dam. The report covers the period from 1
April 2013 to 31 May 2014 and incorporates the results of an inspection of the dam and a
review of the monitoring results from the relevant period.
The result of the inspection and monitoring review indicate that the dam is generally
operating in a satisfactory manner. Significant events occurring during the period include
earthquakes felt at the site in July and August 2013, these are further described in the
Section 3, and shown on the Plots (Appendix B) where appropriate.
It is noted that a Comprehensive Safety Review was undertaken during the 2013/2014
period by an independent reviewer (Damwatch). A copy of the report was made available
to T&T on 30 June 2014. Comment on the CSR findings has been made based on a brief
T&T overview of the CSR report, and the list of CSR recommendations is included in Section
11 of this report.
Recurring recommendations from previous inspections are also included in Section 11.
Two new ISI recommendations were made this year. One recommendation is for review
and update of instrument trigger levels (Rcm2014-1) and one is an asset management
recommendation (AMR2014-1) relating to H&S implications for the spillway road bridge
(not a dam safety issue).
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1

Introduction

Tonkin & Taylor (T&T) was engaged by Nelson City Council (NCC) to undertake the 2014
Intermediate Safety Inspection (ISI) of Maitai Dam.
The Intermediate Safety Inspection (ISI) of Maitai Dam was undertaken on 14 April 2014, by Paul
McCallum (CPEng) and Neville Laverack from Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (T&T), together with Alan
Tolland, Nelson City Council (NCC) and Trevor Ruffell (Fulton Hogan Ltd – on site caretaker) and
Richard Kennedy (Fulton Hogan). The weather for the inspection was overcast and generally fine.
The reservoir was just spilling over the primary spillway crest level at the time of inspection. The
dam was last inspected in January 2014 by Damwatch as part of their Comprehensive Safety
Review (CSR), and prior to that the last ISI was in April 2013 by T&T. Observations and
recommendations from the latest inspection are given in the sections that follow.

1.1

Objectives and scope

The purpose of an annual (intermediate) inspection is defined in NZSOLD Dam Safety Guidelines
2000 as “the confirmation of satisfactory behaviour or identification of deficiencies by visual
identification of the dam and review of surveillance data against prevailing knowledge.”
This inspection forms part of the regular surveillance in place for Maitai Dam as covered in the
Operation and Maintenance Manual.
The inspection focuses on safety issues as relating to safety of the asset, although
recommendations relating to maintenance and operations are given as appropriate.

1.2

General description and key characteristics

Maitai Dam is a 39m high earthfill embankment located on the North Branch of the Maitai River,
approximately 18km southeast of Nelson. The dam, constructed in 1986, is owned by NCC and is
used for water storage supply for the Nelson City. Appurtenant structures include a low level
culvert, intake tower, concrete service spillway and auxiliary overland flow (fuse plug) spillway.
Maitai Dam has a High Potential Impact Classification (PIC) in accordance with the New Zealand
Society on Large Dams (NZSOLD) Dam Safety Guidelines 2014. The recent CSR (Damwatch, 2013)
concurred with the PIC rating.
Key characteristics of Maitai Dam are summarised in Table 1-1 below.
Table 1-1 Maitai Dam Key Characteristics1

1

Parameter

Value

Crest level

R.L. 177.0m

Dam height

39m

Crest width

6.1m

Crest length

160m (approx.)

Upstream Slope

2.6H:1V

Downstream Slope

2.1H:1V with mid-height berm at R.L. 155m

Chimney drain level

R.L. 175.0m

Summarised from Damwatch 2013 CSR Report.
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2
Spillway crest level

R.L.173.75m

Spillway crest width

20m

Fuse plug crest level

R.L. 175.61m

Fuse plug sill level

R.L. 175.18m

Fuse plug width

20m

Reservoir capacity at spillway crest level

4,150,000m³

Potential Impact Classification

High1

Note 1: PIC in accordance with NZSOLD Dam Safety Guidelines 2014.

1.3

Background and general

Day-to-day operation of the Maitai Dam and associated facilities became the responsibility of the
Joint Venture between MWH and Fulton Hogan, with effect from 1 July 2004 on behalf of NCC.
The joint venture employs a full-time on-site caretaker, Trevor Ruffell.
Instrumentation readings and inspections have been undertaken regularly throughout the year.
Commercial Diving Consultants Ltd last carried out inspection and repairs to the intake tower in
August 2013. Piezometers were last de-aired (flushed) in October 2013 and reported separately
(T&T ref 24480.73).
A plan of the dam and monitoring positions is given in Appendix A, Figure 12-1. A general
schematic of the dam and water supply headworks is given in Figure 12-2 with instrumentation
layout and details in Figure 12-3. Figure 12-4 provides a cross-section through the embankment
at the culvert location. Summaries of instrumentation readings and plots are presented in
Appendix B.
The dam inspection generally progressed in the following manner:
1. Reservoir margins, upstream embankment armour and intake tower by boat
2. Control house, pipes and valves
3. Culvert beneath the dam to the bottom of the intake tower
4. Outdoor discharge valves
5. Downstream end of service spillway
6. South Branch Intake weir and associated structures
7. Fuse plug spillway
8. Left abutment
9. Mid height downstream berm
10. Mixing chamber
11. Service spillway
12. Dam crest, including upstream face of the dam viewed from the dam crest
13. Right abutment
14. River banks upstream and downstream of spillway (as per Rcm 2010-15)
Dam Safety and Asset Management (AMR) recommendations are made throughout the report.
Recommendations are in italics. All recommendations are summarized in Section 11.
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1.4

Changes in legislation

Since the 2013 annual inspection there have been several important changes in legislation that
potentially affect Maitai Dam.
The first is the enactment of the Building Amendment Act 2013. The key requirements of this act
already in force are summarised by MBIE2 as follows:
·

‘Large dam’ is now defined as a dam that is 4 or more metres in height and holds 20,000
cubic metres or more of fluid. This was previously 3 or more metres in depth.

·

The height of the dam is the vertical distance from the dam crest and must be measured:

·

-

For a dam across a stream, from the natural bed of the stream at the lowest
downstream outside limit of the dam

-

For a dam not across a stream, from the lowest elevation at the outside limit of the
dam

-

For a canal, from the invert of the canal.

The ‘crest of the dam’ is the uppermost surface of a dam, not taking into account any
camber allowed for settlement, or any curbs, parapets, guard rails, or other structures that
are not part of the water-retaining structure, and for the avoidance of doubt, any freeboard
is part of the water-retaining structure for the purposes of this definition.

In addition, the Dam Safety Scheme is scheduled to come into force in 1 July 2015. The scheme
combines the requirements of the Building Act and the Building (Dam Safety) Regulations 2008.
The key requirements expected from the upcoming implementation of the Dam Safety Scheme
that affect Maitai Dam are:
·

Maitai Dam is classifiable and therefore classification is required to be lodged with the
regional authority

·

If the dam is classified as either Medium or High PIC (likely to be High), a dam safety
assurance programme (DSAP) will need to be prepared, audited by a recognised engineer,
and submitted to the regional authority.

The requirements of a DSAP were tabled in the recent CSR (Damwatch, 2014). We endorse the
CSR recommendations regarding requirements to address current DSAP deficiencies. We note
that the Regulations are currently undergoing review and the timeframes and requirements for
compliance have not yet been confirmed.
Further information can be found on the official MBIE website:
http://www.dbh.govt.nz/dam-safety.

Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment. This Ministry replaces the previous Department of Building and
Housing (DBH).
2
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2

Embankment and abutments

2.1

Upstream face

The embankment and abutments were inspected from a walkover of the toe of the dam, the mid
height downstream berm and the dam crest. The upstream armour above the reservoir level was
also visually assessed by boat. The upstream riprap appears stable and sound with no sign of
displacement, deterioration or benching above the water level (Photo 2-1 to Photo 2-3). Minor
vegetation growth within the armour was observed, but appears to be generally kept under
control by routine maintenance.

Photo 2-1 Upstream armour viewed from crest
adjacent to service spillway.

Photo 2-2 Upstream armour viewed from crest
near right abutment.

Photo 2-3 Upstream face looking towards spillways as viewed from boat.
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2.2

Downstream face and crest

The downstream dam face is in good condition and has good grass cover with no evidence of
seepage or slope displacement (Photo 2-4 to Photo 2-5). The surface and berm drains were in
good condition and well maintained.

Photo 2-4 Downstream face viewed from mid
height berm.

Photo 2-5 Downstream face viewed from mid
height berm.

Photo 2-6 Crest looking towards right
abutment.

Photo 2-7 Crest looking towards spillway.

The crest track is in satisfactory condition with no sign of settlement, cracks or displacement
(Photo 2-6 to Photo 2-7).
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3

Dam instrumentation

3.1

General

The monitoring results for the period since the last inspection (i.e. 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2014),
have been reviewed and are discussed in the following sections. Summaries of the results are
provided in Appendix B.
The reservoir level was just above the service spillway crest level at the time of inspection. The
results indicate that the reservoir level has fluctuated between 173.5mRL and 173.88mRL (a range
of 0.38) during the last period.
The median recorded reservoir level for the current period (173.79) is above the median of all
records since the reservoir was first filled in April 1987.

3.2

Significant events

Significant earthquakes were recorded near Seddon during the last monitoring period, with the
main shock occurring on 21 July 2013. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_Seddon_earthquake.
As a prudent measure the instruments for Maitai Dam were reviewed to determine whether the
earthquake had affected the embankment integrity.
No significant issues were noted. Two data anomalies (seepage from LHC Abutment Drain and
apparent drop in piezometeric level in P25) were monitored closely and determined to not signify
dam safety concerns (refer Appendix C).

3.3

Piezometers

The upper limits for the hydraulic piezometers were reviewed in 1999 as recommended in the
1998 Safety Review Report, and are repeated in Appendix D.
Piezometer flushing (de-airing) was last undertaken by Liam Arundel of T&T in October 2013. The
results of the de-airing were reported in T&T report dated April 2014 (T&T ref. 24480.73). Further
comment was also made in the 2013 CSR, including the endorsement of current
recommendations to continue to routinely review the data and de-air as required.
Data provided by NCC, including rainfall, reservoir level and piezometer plots are included in
Appendix B, Plots 1, 2 & 3. We have also reviewed data interpretations made during the 2013
CSR.
We understand that all piezometer results are currently reviewed monthly by the supervising
engineer to identify changes or anomalies in the data. We reiterate the 2010 recommendation
(Rcm 2010 – 2) that the results of the review should be maintained in a dam data book, or
equivalent, to aid compliance with dam safety regulations. No evidence of a data book containing
the results was noted at the time of inspection. In addition, we acknowledge and endorse recent
CSR recommendations 2013-18, 19 and 20 with regard to the need to review NCC’s data storage
and observation systems.
Piezometer data for each instrument, including comparisons of expected versus actual
performance were presented in the 2013 CSR (issued 26 June 2014). The focus of this review is
on the performance of the instruments over the last 12 month period.
The following piezometer observations are noted:
·

The hydraulic piezometer readings continue to demonstrate performance that is generally
consistent with expectations based on past performance. Most piezometer’s readings have
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remained relatively consistent over the period, with operating ranges within the ranges of
the previous five years.
Instrument Line 1 (Plot 1, Appendix B)
·

P5 (foundation piezometer, downstream shoulder) recorded its highest reading since the
reservoir was filled in 1987. As noted in the previous annual inspection report, P5 appears
to have begun trending upwards since May 2012, with all readings since November 2012
exceeding the trigger level of 140.0mRL (-3.5 gauge reading). A reading of 142.2mRL (-1.3
gauge), recorded on 29 April 2013, represents the highest recorded value for P5. P5 is
located downstream of the crest, beneath the embankment (refer Figure 12-3), and is
known for its sensitivity to air (refer Piezometer limits comments in Appendix D). No other
instruments or flow outlets seem to be responding in a similar manner (suggesting it is
most likely air in the system). We also note that the original limit set in the Operations and
Maintenance Manual was 147mRL, with the lowered limit of 140mRL being adopted at a
later stage based on data trends rather than direct safety concerns. Therefore, exceedance
of this lower limit in isolation, is not, in itself, cause for alarm. It is noted that the de-airing
undertaken in October 2013 resulted in an immediate response from P5 with a drop of
piezometric level of approximately 4m recorded. Frequent de-airing of this instrument is
required to manage the air in this instrument.
Instrument Line 2 (Plot 2, Appendix B)

·

P11 (foundation piezometer, upstream shoulder), appears to be following a cyclic pattern,
possibly influenced by seasonal variations such as weather conditions, temperature or
infiltration of air. As evident in Plot 2, de-airing in October 2013 does not seem to have had
any noticeable effect.

·

P12 (foundation piezometer) has followed a similar rise to that seen following the 2009 deairing. De-airing of the instrument in October 2013 resulted in an immediate drop of
approximately 8m. However, immediately after, the consecutive readings continued the
previous upward trend. The steady increase of pressure in this instrument following deairing, as a continuing trend, confirms previous inferences that this instrument is
performing poorly and even if de-aired is unlikely to give reliable results. However, when
scheduled de-airing is undertaken it is still considered prudent to de-air P12 at the same
time as other instruments.

·

P14 (downstream) appears to have been reasonably consistent over the past monitoring
period with trigger level exceedances comparable to the last period. While these infrequent
exceedances, in isolation, do not necessarily constitute a dam safety issue, they should
continue to be monitored on a monthly basis to determine if action needs to be taken.

·

P24 (upstream) experienced a small spike in December 2013 before returning to normal.

·

P25 (downstream) appeared to have dropped 9.5m head on 1 July 2013 and continued to
remain low for the three readings following the July 2013 Seddon earthquake. The head
drop appeared to coincide with a period of heavy rainfall and reflects previous responses to
high rainfall noted throughout its operation. It was noted in our 25 July 2013 email
(Appendix C) that this instrument is high in the downstream, shoulder near the right
abutment and typically reads at or about tip level of approximately RL169.3m. The drop
was considered to likely be a limitation of the instrument (they are not designed to read
negative pressures), most likely reading movement of a “wetting front” from the heavy
rainfall and was not considered to be cause for alarm. The recorded level returned to more
expected readings following de-airing in October 2013.
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Instrument Line 3 (Plot 3, Appendix B)
·

P19 (downstream shoulder) responded slightly to de-airing in October 2013 with a pressure
drop of approximately 1m. All readings following de-airing were below the installed
instrument tip level of 156.3mRL.

·

P21 (foundation piezometer) responded well to de-airing in October 2013 with a drop in
pressure of approximately 3.5m. P21 has a consistent pressure level since de-airing with all
readings in 2014 stable at 144.9mRL. Based on past history of this instrument we expect
that de-airing will have only a short term effect. However, when scheduled de-airing is
undertaken it is still considered prudent to de-air P21 at the same time as other
instruments.

·

P27 (downstream) appears to have been reasonably consistent over the past monitoring
period with trigger level exceedances comparable to the last period. While these infrequent
exceedances, in isolation, do not necessarily constitute a dam safety issue, they should
continue to be monitored on a monthly basis to determine if action needs to be taken.

Given the repeated exceedances of trigger levels, we recommend review of appropriateness of
instrument trigger levels and update as required. This review should be undertaken after
evaluation of potential failure modes, and piezometer assessments (CSR recommendation 2013-5,
11 and 12a).
Rcm 2014- 1 Review and update the instrument trigger levels as part of OM&S documentation upgrade.

3.4

Standpipes

The following standpipe piezometer observations are noted:
·

The open well standpipes SB1, SB2, SB3 and SB7 continue to give generally consistent
readings over a period of effectively full reservoir level with no significant trends noted
(Plot 4 in Appendix B).

·

A data spike is evident in SB7 on 30 September 2013, where an apparent reading 10m
greater then neighbouring readings was entered. Upon reviewing the surrounding data it is
apparent that the most likely cause for this is incorrect entry of the data (1.43m entered
rather than 11.43m). This spike is not considered to be real.

·

B23 continues to approximately mirror reservoir level, consistent with findings of the
recent CSR.

·

B27 is consistently below P27 by about 1.0 m (Plot 3), continuing the pattern of previous
years.

During the 2014 annual inspection T&T were in contact with the 2013 CSR reviewers (prior to
issue of the 2013 CSR report) and advised that the CSR had identified anomalies with B23 and
B27. Data evaluation indicates an apparent difference between the respective standpipe and
hydraulic piezometer results P23/B23 and P27/B27. In particular, P27 and B27 appear to show
similar trends, with a 1m difference in recorded level. The standpipes are measured manually by
dip meter. The Caretaker advises that measurement is taken from the top of the tubes. In order
to rule out inaccuracies in instrument level T&T undertook a simple survey of the top of
instrument B27 using a dumpy level, calibrated against two survey marks (Benchmark C1 and
Settlement Pin S9) on the dam crest. The top tube of B27 was confirmed to be as per as-built
information.
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3.5

Seepage monitoring

Seepage flows in the monitored drains have generally followed the pattern of previous years,
reflecting the generally constant full supply lake level. Overall, performance of the three collector
drains during the past year has continued to be satisfactory.
In addition to routine monitoring, the three outflows, CC, LHC and RHC are monitored at shorter,
daily, intervals during and shortly following periods of heavy rain. This is to establish whether
there are any direct relationships between drain flows, rainfall and/or reservoir level.
No heavy rainfall data has been recorded for the 2013/2014 monitoring period.
For completeness, Plot 6, Appendix B, illustrates the peak readings post heavy rainfall from the
last three years compared to the regular monthly readings for the LHC and RHC drains.
The results discussed in the 2013 annual report reinforce the 2010 findings that the drains
respond rapidly to high rainfall, and quickly stabilise over a few days. As noted in the 2010 annual
inspection report (Rcm 2010 – 6), all three outflows, CC, LHC and RHC, should continue to be
monitored regularly, with increased monitoring during and following periods of heavy rain to
capture the peak flows and further establish a relationship.
The following particular observations are made for the period ending to March 2014). Plots 5 and
6, Appendix B, include seepage and rainfall data. Instrument locations are provided on Figure
12-1).
The relevant drains are the: Central Collector (CC) drain, Seepage Collector Outlet, Left Abutment
Contact drain and the Right Abutment Contact drain. The responses of all the drains are
summarised as follows:
·

Central Collector: CC is the seepage collector outlet flow minus the left and right abutment
contact drains. The maximum reading is acceptably within the overall range experienced
since commissioning. Flows were reasonably consistent over the monitoring period, with
flows between 0.78 l/s and 1.35 l/s measured during the period. Although no peaks from
increased monitoring after heavy rainfall were recorded during the period, peaks from the
last three years are illustrated on Plot 6 for comparison. It is noted that these peaks continue
to be well with the trigger limit of 14 l/s for the CC drain.

·

Seepage collector outlet (not shown on Plot 5): Flows between 0.78 l/s and 1.53 l/s generally
reflect the relatively constant lake level and are within the range since commissioning. All
recorded flows continue to be well with the trigger limit of 14 l/s for the seepage collector
drain.

·

Left abutment contact drain (LHC): Readings have been relatively consistent over the last
period with 0.00 to 0.35 l/s recorded (well within the acceptable limit of 2 l/s). All recorded
flows continue to be well below the trigger limit of 2 l/s for LHC drain.

·

Right abutment contact drain (RHC): Readings have been relatively consistent over the last 12
month period with flows of up to 0.25 l/s recorded. These measured flows (“RHC” on Plot 5)
are within the previous range of records and are less than the maximum acceptable flow of 2
l/s.

In addition to the above, the following comments are noted on the culvert exit area, interceptor
and spillway underdrainage flows. These results are not presented in the appended plots and are
provided for completeness.
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·

Culvert exit area flows: The right side drain flow varied from 0 to 0.2 l/s, well within the
previous recorded range and the maximum allowable. Consistent with previous readings, the
left side drain stayed dry.

·

Interceptor drain in culvert: The interceptor drain has maintained relatively constant flow
around 0.05 l/s, comparable with previous readings and within the acceptable limit of 0.1 l/s.
As with the CC, this drain generally continues to show a long term downward trend.

Spillway under-drainage flows: These have been generally consistent with prior observations, with
some seepage being apparent from the apron area.

3.5.1

Unusual occurrences

T&T were advised by NCC on 23 July 2013 of possible seepage from spillway slab 4 into MH2 at
Maitai Dam (refer Figure 3-1 below).

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 3-1 Extract from as-built drawing 6516-207

Following initial discussions the Caretaker further inspected the spillway manholes and
determined that there was very slight flow into MH2 but from main collector rather than any of
the underslab drains. Flow was described as clear but barely measurable (estimated 5minutes+ to
fill a litre container). No flow was evident at MH1 (upstream) nor MH3 (downstream). This
suggests that there may be a leak out of that collector drain.
Review of historic data suggested that there has been no measureable flow from this source since
2000, with a previous maximum of 0.135 l/s between construction and 2000. The estimated flow
of 0.03 l/s was well below the limit for the drain of 2 l/s.
As per T&T instruction the flow was treated as an unusual occurrence and was monitored daily
(with a recommendation to advise T&T if the flow increased or became cloudy). No further
unusual flow was reported by the Caretaker and therefore no further action taken.

3.6

Dam & spillway settlement survey

A deformation survey is performed typically every three years with the last survey in 2012. The
trending survey results were discussed in the recent CSR (Damwatch, 2013). The CSR noted that
“the left abutment crest has settled more than the centre crest and right abutment crest.
Evaluations of dam deformation should be made in the context of the dam’s foundation geometry
and features.” CSR recommendations relating to the deformation surveys (CSR2013-17a and 17b)
are presented in Section 11.1 for completeness.
A full deformation survey is due next year (2015).
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4

Spillways

4.1

Service spillway

4.1.1

Spillway crest and chute

The reservoir was just spilling over the spillway crest at the time of inspection (refer Photo 4-1).
The reservoir level gauge on service spillway crest, noted to be in poor condition in the 2013
inspection, still requires repair.
Due to health and safety implications from the operation of the spillway, access to the spillway
was not possible and the inspection of the spillway was undertaken from the left and right
abutments.
In general, the spillway structure appears to be in satisfactory condition, as shown in Photo 4-1
and Photo 4-2.

Photo 4-1 Service spillway crest from crest
right wall, reservoir level just spilling.

Photo 4-2 Service spillway looking down from
left spillway wall.

The Caretaker noted the maintenance items identified in the 2013 ISI report, and reiterated in the
2013 CSR, require a lower reservoir level to be able to be safety undertaken. He confirmed that
repairs would be undertaken as part of routine maintenance when reservoir level and weather
conditions permitted.

Photo 4-3 Vegetation encroaching on right
wall of spillway chute.

We endorse the CSR recommendation 2013-10 that the spillway chute walls be cleared of trees
and bushes to minimise risk of wall damage from tree roots (refer Photo 4-3).
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4.1.2

Spillway flip bucket and armour

The 2013 ISI identified voids in the upper relief drains on the flip bucket apron (Rcm 2013-5). The
Caretaker advises that these were investigated and determined to be less significant than first
expected (refer Figure 4-1 below).
Fulton Hogan and NCC developed a shield for the drains to minimise the risk of further erosion
from these relief holes due to water impact from chute operation (refer Photo 4-4 and insert). We
note that although these shields will likely protect against vertical impact from water, the
longevity of the shields is unknown. We expect that maintenance will likely be required to repair
shields damaged from trapped debris such as branches, and possible crushing from high water
impact loads. Notwithstanding this, we consider that this is not a dam safety issue, and as such,
no further action is recommended.

Figure 4-1 Fulton Hogan spillway apron void investigation results.
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Photo 4-4 Recently installed shields on relief drain wells.

The divers inspected rock armouring in the plunge pool, checked and cleared debris from the flip
bucket and checked the drains were clear. The diver cleaned out the drains for the concrete flip
bucket under the Caretaker’s Instructions. The diver report (Appendix E) notes no change from
last survey - rip rap is in good condition with no signs of erosion.

4.2

Auxiliary spillway

The auxiliary (fuse plug) spillway was inspected for overgrowth, surface erosion, slumps and
obstructions and found to be satisfactory. The downstream ground surface shows no sign of
surface erosion. The outlets of the overflow priming boxes were exposed and found to be
generally satisfactory, though some sand had accumulated in the downstream end of the outlet
on the true right.
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Outlet
(True left)

Outlet

Outlet

(True right)

(Centre)

Photo 4-5 Outlets to priming boxes

Rabbit
Burrow

Photo 4-6 Close-up of true right priming box outlet showing rabbit damage.

Evidence of rabbit burrowing beneath the true right priming box outlet was identified during the
inspection. This was manually filled in by the Caretaker.
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4.3

Security features

The safety fence erected between the service spillway and auxiliary spillway to limit access to the
service spillway crest was in good condition.
The spillway bridge and handrails appeared to be in good condition. However, it was discussed
that gaps present in the handrail on the spillway road crossing bridge (refer Photo 4-7) could
constitute a safety hazard to the public. Although not a dam safety issue, we understand that this
area is open to the public and in the interest of public safety we recommend that the barriers be
made continuous to remove the risks of persons falling through the gaps in to the spillway chute.
The barrier should be designed and constructed in accordance with the Building Code – F4 “safety
from falling” and any necessary traffic barrier requirements. We recommend NCC get specialist
advice to determine appropriate design requirements and whether any building consents are
necessary.
AMR2014 - 1 Investigate and upgrade spillway barrier as required to ensure compliance with Building
Code / Building Act.

Photo 4-7 Gap in barrier on spillway road bridge.
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5

Intake tower

Commercial Diving Consultants Ltd (CDC) are engaged to carry out repairs to the tower as requested
by NCC. Inspection and maintenance was undertaken between 20 and 22 August 2013 (as reported
in Appendix E).
CDC noted:
·

All screens were correctly seated and cleaned

·

Some corroded bolts were replaced

·

Some previous epoxy repairs of pits required minor touch up

·

Paint coating over the entire structure was showing signs of small rust marks

·

Bolts and brackets required replacement on the tower vent pipe and stair access

·

The electrical bond clamps for the cathodic protection system were reported as secure.

Photos of the pitting on the structure are included in the Diver Report, Appendix E.
In addition to the maintenance items undertaken, CDC recommend that tower be water jetted to
remove sediment build-up on the valve chamber roof and levels 1, 2 and 3 of the tower. We
endorse that maintenance recommendation.

Figure 5-1 Intake tower with cathodic protection measures suspended by booms.

We understand that the cathodic protection installed in 2008 continues to work well and is
regularly monitored. During the 2013 inspection it was noted that that the voltage meter was at
its maximum limit of 50 volts, and the current meter was at approximately 4.5 amps. We
understand that these were errors and have been investigated (Rcm 2013 6) and remediated. The
14 April 2014 inspection noted that both the voltage and current readings appear to be within the
gauge range (Figures 5-2 and 5-3). We reiterate that T&T have not been involved in the
installation or operation of this cathodic protection equipment and recommend NCC seek advice
from an appropriate specialist if any abnormal readings are encountered.
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Figure 5-2 cathodic protection voltage meter,
as at 14 April 2014.

5.1

Figure 5-3 cathodic protection current meter
as at 14 April 2014.

Screens and hoists

Screen and hoist condition continues to be addressed by regular inspection and replacement and
recorded in the diver’s inspection report. We understand that Rcm 2011-3 “Replace failed intake
tower screen winch with a new winch” remains outstanding.

5.2

Bolt corrosion

Bolt corrosion continues to be addressed by regular inspection and replacement and recorded in
the diver’s inspection report. The 2013 diver inspection noted “5 x M20 Flange bolts and nuts and
3 x M20 long bolts connecting the Vent Pipe and stair way brackets changed out that had bad
corrosion”. Photos of the typical bolt corrosion are included in the Diver Report, Appendix E.
Spare bolts and nuts were stocked at the dam for future replacements.

5.3

Superstructure

The netting to the ceiling of the tower structure was replaced around June 2005 and we
understand from discussions with the Caretaker that it is in good condition.

Figure 5-4 Intake tower bird netting in good order.
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6

Culvert and pipework

6.1

Concrete culvert & valve chamber

The concrete culvert and valve chamber including lighting and ventilation were generally in good
condition. Refer Figure 12-4 (Appendix A) for details of culvert layout.
The concrete and joints appear in good condition with some specific exceptions as noted below:
·

Joint sealant deteriorating and fines found behind sealant at some joints near middle of
culvert.

·

Staining on walls in some locations.

·

The culvert walls are essentially dry downstream of the interceptor drain.

Photo 6-1 Culvert – looking downstream at
entrance. Minor water noted at entrance but
dry further up culvert.
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Photo 6-3 Evidence of fines exposed behind
joint sealant - true right wall.

Photo 6-4 Seepage and staining on true right
wall of culvert between Section 8 (left –
downstream) and Section 7 (right – upstream).

Leakage into the conduit on the true left wall in the vicinity of a pipe bracket at Culvert Section 6
was evident in the 2013 annual inspection. Rcm 2013 9 recommended the Operator “Direct
seepage on true left wall of conduit away from pipe bracket and cable tray at Culvert Section 6.
Clean and check bracket and fixings for corrosion damage.”

Photo 6-5 Leakage above pipe bracket at
Culvert Section 6 directed away from bracket.

Photo 6-6 Leakage above pipe bracket redirected. Bracket requires clean and
inspection.

As can be seen from Photos 6-5 and 6-6 above the leakage above the Culvert Section 6 pipe
bracket has been re-directed with a new channel. However, the bracket still requires cleaning and
inspection.
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Pipe brackets and bolts require general maintenance and corrosion repair in several locations.
Corrosion and flaking paint evident on pipework in several places. The Caretaker advises that the
pipework is scheduled to be repainted and he is in the process of getting quotes for repair.

Photo 6-7 Corrosion and flaking paint evident
on pipework in several places.

Photo 6-8 Corrosion and flaking paint evident
on pipework in several places.

The following areas were noted during the 2014 inspection of the valve chamber:
·

The corrosion evident on the concrete anchor bolt heads on the upper walkway from the
2013 inspection remained unchanged

·

The air valves still require servicing and valve corrosion repair (maintenance issue)

·

Flow from scour knife valve at the end of the walkway was essentially dry at the time of
inspection, with some evidence of gradual minor seepage and staining. This continues the
change noted from the repairs undertaken by the divers in August 2010, where
replacement of gaskets have significantly reduced the leakage.

Photo 6-9 Sluice valve (above) dry at time of
inspection.

Photo 6-10 Electrical cabinet (right) repainted
to address 2013 corrosion concerns.

No hydrogen sulphide (HS) odour was noted in the 2014 inspection.
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Seepage evident at the 2013 CSR on the lower step (adjacent to the culvert entrance) was also
evident at the 2014 annual inspection as can be seen (Photos 6-11 and 6-12) by the wet concrete
and minor pooling water.

Seepage evident on
lower step

Seepage evident on
lower step
Photo 6-11 Culvert gate in good condition.
Minor water noted at entrance but dry further
up culvert.

Photo 6-12 Seepage evident on the lower step
(adjacent to the culvert entrance).

Flow was also evident from the outlet drain 2 (Exit Area RHS) into the concrete apron
downstream of the culvert at the time of the 2014 annual inspection (Photo 6-13). Whilst this
does not rule out possible blockage of the pipe (as suggested in the CSR) it indicates that the
seepage evident from the top of the first concrete step may be local and independent of this
drainage system.

Photo 6-13 Close-up of outlet drain 2 (Exit Area RHS) showing minor flow at April 2014 inspection.
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6.2

External piping

An external visual inspection of the piping and outlet valves indicates that they are in generally
good condition (Photo 6-14 and Photo 6-15). However, the exterior surface of the pipes
(particularly the upper pipe) shows that the latest paintwork is wearing thin (Photo 6-15). The
Caretaker is currently getting quotes for re-painting.

Photo 6-14 External piping downstream of culvert.

Photo 6-15 Close-up of external pipes showing “thinning” and stained paintwork on the upper pipe.
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6.3

Control building and surrounds

The Control building and doors and adjacent walls are sound. The pipe work within the building
appears to be in generally good order (Photo 6-16). Some minor areas of corrosion are evident at
valves, pipe joints and brackets (Photo 6-17 and Photo 6-18)

Photo 6-16 Pipe work in control building generally in good condition

Photo 6-17 Some pooling water and corrosion
evident on valves (above).
Photo 6-18 Some corrosion evident at pipe
brackets (right).
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The room for the piezometer gauges is relatively dry. The humidity in the room is limited by a
cover over the collection chamber for the dam’s basal drainage system.

Photo 6-19 Hydraulic piezometer gauges P1 (left) to P3.

Photo 6-20 Hydraulic piezometer gauges P4 (left) to P6.
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Photo 6-21 Hydraulic piezometer gauges P7 (left) to P9.

Photo 6-22 Hydraulic piezometer gauges P10 (left) to P12.
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Photo 6-23 Hydraulic piezometer gauges P13 (left) to P15.

Photo 6-24 Hydraulic piezometer gauges P16 (left) to P18.
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Photo 6-25 Access to Central Collector and abutment drain outlets

As indicated in Rcm 2013-10 from last year’s annual inspection report, the access hatch is
currently the only means of reading flows from the central collector and abutment drain LHS.
From discussions with the on-site Caretaker we understand that although key dam
documentation is located on site, accessing relevant details by someone unfamiliar with the dam
would be difficult in an emergency. In particular, we recommended in 2013 that the current
Emergency Action Plan should be located in a prominent position in the control room.
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6.4

Mixing chamber

Steelwork evident in the mixing chamber appeared to be generally in good condition. However,
due to the difficulties and safety issues in accessing the chamber it must be appreciated that
features such as embedded concrete anchors could not be inspected.
Inspection of the mixing box valve room indicates that the valves and pipework appear to be in
good working order. The access ladder handrail corrosion at the plate/bolt interface identified in
the 2013 annual inspection still requires maintenance.

Photo 6-26 Mixing box valve room handrail (right) requires maintenance to address corrosion issues.

7

Reservoir shoreline

The reservoir’s shoreline was inspected visually by boat, and an observation point on the right
abutment near the Caretaker’s house. From the visual inspection and discussions with the
Caretaker no notable instabilities at the reservoir margin nor obvious major hillside instabilities in
the slopes above the margin were noted.
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8

South Branch intake

8.1

Intake structure

The South Branch Intake was in good condition with no evidence of significant damage, debris or
obstruction.

Photo 8-1 South Branch intake weir.

8.2

Valves and screens

The screens for the off-take water from the weir intake are housed in the adjacent building. The
valves for the control of the weir intake have valve actuators with remote control at the screen
house. These permit the safe operation of the valves in times of rising flood in the South Branch
stream. Equipment in this room does not contribute to dam safety and was not inspected during
this visit. We understand from the Caretaker that the equipment in the screen house appears in
good order.
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9

Mechanical equipment

A summary of activity on operation and control equipment was not provided by NCC for this
year’s report. However, we understand from discussions with the Caretaker that all control
equipment is being operated in general accordance with operating manuals, and no significant
issues have been noted. As noted in previous sections, some maintenance work is required to
address minor corrosion issues with valves and pipework.

9.1

External valves

The discharge needle valve appears to be in good condition and corrosion-free.

Photo 9-1 Profile (above) of outlet valve.
Photo 9-2 Outlet valve (right).
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10

Road access

In accordance with Rcm 2010 – 15 the section of the access road downstream of the south branch
intake weir (no photo), and the inside bend of the main access road between the control room and
the stream gauge (Photo 10-1) were inspected.
No significant changes were noted from the last three years for the south branch road. It was
agreed that the South Branch Intake is not a critical dam safety component and therefore inspection
of the access is no longer required as part of the ISI.
As noted in 2013, the Maitai Dam access road has experienced heavier traffic than normal over
the last two years as a result of the pipeline upgrade works. The additional protection in the form
of large diameter rip rap placed on the inside of the bend in the vicinity of the stream gauge
appears to be stable and in good condition (Photo 10-1)

Photo 10-1 Left hand bend downstream of dam showing new rip rap armour placed on stream
bank adjacent to the access road
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11

Recommendations

The 2013 CSR does not make mention of previous outstanding recommendations from previous
Annual Inspection Reports or CSR’s. Accordingly, there is some duplication of recommendations.
We have removed older recommendations and referenced the newer recommendations where
appropriate.

11.1

Comprehensive Safety Review recommendations

The latest Comprehensive Safety Review (CSR) was undertaken by Damwatch in 2013 (report
issued June 2014).
There remains several outstanding recommendations from the previous 2008 CSR.
The recommendations drawn from 2008 CSR are set out in the table which follows, with priorities
assigned to provide a recommended time frame as follows:
A

:

within 12 months.

B

:

prior to the next comprehensive safety review (2013 CSR).

No.

Recommendation

Priority

2008 CSR
Report

200801

Dam break inundation maps should
be extended to include likely
inundation areas downstream of
Hardy Street using existing data.

B

5.3

Deleted – refer CSR
recommendations 20131, 2 and 31.

200802

The emergency Procedures Manual
should be updated to include further
information as outlined in the New
Zealand Dam safety guidelines.

B

5.3

Deleted – refer CSR
recommendations 20131, 2 and 31.

200803

Level 2 triggers should be included
within the field inspection sheets.

A

5.1

Draft surveillance plan
(2011, T&T ref.
24480.401) to be
formalised by NCC.

200804

A procedures document should be
developed to outline the response
procedure to a trigger. This
procedure should include
documenting each trigger and any
actions required.

A

5.1

Draft surveillance plan
(2011, T&T ref.
24480.401) to be
formalised by NCC.

200805

Expand and update procedures to
meet Dam Safety Regulations.

B

5.4

Draft surveillance plan
(2011, T&T ref.
24480.401) to be
formalised by NCC.
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The recommendations drawn from 2013 CSR are set out in the table which follows, with priorities
assigned ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’, in order of priority. Priorities have been assigned by Damwatch.
No.

Recommendation

Priority

2013 CSR
Report
Reference

20131

It is recommended the flood
inundation maps include tables of
flood travel times and depths.

B

2.3

20132

It is recommended documentation
of the PIC assessment based on the
updated inundation mapping be
prepared to fulfil requirements of
the Dam Safety Scheme.

C

2.4

20133

It is recommended the as-built
drawing of the new pipework be
included in the drawing record for
Maitai Dam.

D

3.9

20134

It is recommended a site specific
seismic risk study be performed for
Maitai Dam.

B

4.2.3

20135

It is recommended potential failure
modes for Maitai Dam be
developed.

B

5.0

20136

It is recommended a characteristic
model of Maitai Dam be developed
for interpretation of surveillance
information.

C

5.0

20137

It is recommended the rusted
pipework be cleaned and repainted.

C

6.1

20138

It is recommend seepage emerging
adjacent from the culvert be
monitored with documentation on
its development.

A

6.1

20139

It is recommended the repairs are
made to ensure a smooth finish on
the chute floor of the service
spillway.

C

6.1

201310

It is recommended the spillway
chute walls be cleared of trees and
bushes to facilitate inspection and
prevent damage to the wall from
root growth.

C

6.1

201311

It is recommended that as-built
location and installation details for
B23 and B27 be confirmed and
indicated on a drawing for the
purpose of ongoing data evaluation.

B

7.3.2
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No.

Recommendation

Priority

2013 CSR
Report

201312a

It is recommended that the
purported water pressure in the
upper embankment downstream of
the chimney drain be thoroughly
investigated and resolved. This
should include an assessment of the
reliability of the instruments and
measured data, and consideration
given to supplementary monitoring
in this location.

A

7.3.2

201312b

It is recommended all piezometer
gauges should be calibrated to be
accurate in their respective normal
reading ranges.

B

7.3.2

201313

It is recommended that piezometer
de-airing operations continue at a
frequency appropriate to observed
accumulation of air in their data
plots.

C

7.3.2

201314

It is recommended that bottom of
hole reduced levels be established
for SB1-3 and BH7 to support
ongoing data evaluation.

C

7.3.2

201315

It is recommended the right exit
area drain be checked for damage
or blockage.

A

7.3.3

201316

It is recommended that the spillway
drainage system be assessed for
condition and performance, and
flushed to maintain functionality, as
far as is practicable.

C

7.3.4

201317a

It is recommended that Maitai Dam
survey data be consolidated into a
full and continuous historical record,
managed in one repository, and that
an appropriate suite of time-series
and spatial plots be developed to
allow evaluation.

C

7.4

201317b

It is recommended that the dam
survey mark locations and
movement vectors be plotted onto
the as-built valley cross sections so
that deformations can be evaluated
in the context of foundation
geometry.

C

7.4
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No.

Recommendation

Priority

2013 CSR
Report

201318

It is also recommended that
inspection, monitoring and
evaluation requirements be
reviewed and updated with
consideration of the dam’s potential
failure modes.

B

7.5

201319

It is recommended that monthly
routine surveillance data is
evaluated at the same monthly
frequency by a dam safety engineer.

B

7.5

201320

It is recommended that NCC dam
surveillance data management
arrangements be reviewed by an
appropriate advisor and
improvements made to ensure
quality assurance and security of
data. Data presentation methods
should also be reviewed and
improvements implemented to
ensure that surveillance evaluation
is continuous and effective.

B

7.5

201321

It is recommended inspection of the
upstream slope area of the auxiliary
spillway be performed following
unusual high reservoir levels.

C

8.2.2

201322

It is recommended that a full slope
stability analysis be performed for
Maitai Dam following verification of
piezometric conditions within the
embankment.

B

8.3.1

201323

It is recommended assessment of
seismic-induced deformations
(settlement and cracking) be
performed as part of the slope
stability analysis of Maitai Dam
following development of ground
motions from the site specific
seismic risk study.

B

8.3.1

201324

It is recommended the potential for
internal erosion as a result of
seismic induced cracking be
assessed at Maitai Dam.

B

8.3.1

201325

It is recommended an assessment of
potential internal erosion be
performed for Maitai Dam
embankment materials using
current methods of practice.

B

8.3.2
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No.

Recommendation

Priority

2013 CSR
Report

201326

It is recommended the risks
associated with internal erosion and
potential overtopping of the crest
be assessed for Maitai Dam.

B

8.3.2

201327

It is recommended that the
performance characteristics of the
Maitai Dam scour offtake are
understood for the purpose of
emergency dam dewatering.

B

8.5

201328

It is recommended that procedures
for ongoing surveillance activities be
formalised, including a process to
ensure evaluation, quality assurance
and follow up of routine monthly
surveillance data collected.

B

9.3.3

201329

It is recommended that procedures
for the investigation, assessment
and resolution of dam safety
deficiencies be formalised.

B

9.3.3

Covered by draft
Surveillance Plan dated
November 2010 (T&T
ref 24480.401). NCC to
formalise.

201330

It is recommended that Maitai Dam
appurtenant structures and gates
and valves that contribute to
reservoir safety be formally
identified and testing arrangements
made.

B

9.3.3

Covered by draft
Surveillance Plan dated
November 2010 (T&T
ref 24480.401). NCC to
formalise.

201331

It is recommended that the Maitai
Dam Emergency Action Plan is
completed, that NCC staff and
emergency agencies become highly
familiar with it, and that it is tested
for effectiveness and areas
identified for improvement
addressed.

A

9.3.3

Draft EAP dated
November 2010 (T&T
ref 24480.401) requires
update and to include
latest inundation maps,
distribution and issue to
relevant parties.
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11.2

Summary of current ISI recommendations

Recommendations from the foregoing sections are summarised below with the priorities
identified as follows, and some comment on relevant actions since the last annual inspection
report. The table includes unresolved/ongoing previous recommendations as well as
recommendations arising from the current inspection. The remaining recommendations in this
table are in addition to the 2013 CSR recommendations listed in Section 11.1 above.
Priority Rankings:
P

=

Priority. Should be attended to immediately.

N

=

Needed. Needs to be done as soon as practicable.

D

=

Desirable. Should be attended to before the next annual inspection.

Table 11-1 ISI Dam Safety Recommendations
No.
(a)

Recommendation

Refer
Section

Ranking

Status/
Action

Dam and Instrumentation

Rcm 2010 - 2

Instrument data should continue to be
reviewed monthly by a suitably qualified
engineer to identify changes or anomalies.
Results of the review should be
maintained in a dam data book, or
equivalent, to aid compliance with dam
safety regulations.

N

Deleted –
replaced with
CSR Rcms
2013-19 & 20

Rcm 2010 - 3

Review (annually) requirement for deairing of piezometers.

D

Deleted –
replaced with
CSR Rcm
2013-13

Rcm 2010 - 6

Continue to monitor drain outflows from
CC, LMC and RMC after heavy rain to
check maximum acceptable flow not
exceeded.

N

Trigger level
of 75mm
within 24hrs
adopted by
NCC. OM&S
to be updated.

Rcm 2013-1

De-air all hydraulic piezometers in 2013.
Report on results in 2013 Comprehensive
Safety Review.

P

Complete –
reported
separately by
T&T

Rcm 2013 10

Investigate options for installation of
stainless v-notch weir and water level
sensors for automatic monitoring of well
drain flows to minimise health and safety
issues arising from current manual
reading.

D

Rcm 2014- 1

Review and update the instrument trigger
levels as part of OM&S documentation
upgrade.
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(b)

Spillways

Rcm 2010 - 8

Repair crack and loose piece of concrete
on left abutment wall, at contact with slab
joint mid way up the service spillway.

Rcm 2013 2

Repair/replace reservoir level gauge on
service spillway crest.

4.1

N

Rcm 2013 3

Repair and maintain spalled concrete and
deteriorated joint sealant as required.

4.1

N

Complete –
refer Diver
Report

Rcm 2013 4

Clean out blocked flip bucket outlet
drains.

4.1

P

Complete –
refer Section
4.1

(c)

P

Requires no
spilling – refer
also CSR Rcm
2013-9

Intake Tower

Rcm 2010 - 11

Continue annual diver inspections and
replacement of significantly corroded nuts
and bolts.

N

Update O&M
Manual to
reflect

Rcm 2010 - 12

Continue regular (annual) monitoring of
effect of relocated cathodic protection
during diver inspections.

N

Update O&M
Manual to
reflect

Rcm 2011 - 3

Replace failed intake tower screen winch
with a new winch. Ensure new system is
fit for purpose and has adequate safety
features to minimise risk of damage to
pipes and diver/operator injury.

5.1

N

Delete. Refer
AMR2011-3 in
Table 11-2.

Rcm 2013 6

Investigate elevated voltage and current
readings in the tower cathodic protection
system and adjust/repair as required.

5.1

N

Complete –
refer Section
5.1

Rcm 2013 7

Repair corroded winch components on
intake tower superstructure.

5.2

N

Delete. Refer
AMR2013-8 in
Table 11-2.

(d)

Culvert & Pipework

Rcm 2013 8

Investigate deterioration and source of
fines at Culvert Section 8/9 joint and
repair joint sealant at Culvert Section 6, 7
and 8 as required.

6.1

N

Rcm 2013 9

Direct seepage on true left wall of conduit
away from pipe bracket and cable tray at
Culvert Section 6. Clean and check
bracket and fixings for corrosion damage.

6.1

N
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(e)

South Branch Intake

Rcm 2010 - 14

Include modifications in update of As Built
drawings.

Rcm 2011 - 4

Include inspection of undermined South
Branch concrete apron in annual
inspections and repair as required.

(f)

8.1

D

Delete. Refer
AMR2010-14
in Table 11-2
below.

N

Delete. Refer
AMR2011-4 in
Table 11-2
below.

N

Complete –
refer Section
10

Mechanical and electrical
Nothing to report.

(g)

Access roads

Rcm 2010 - 15

Monitor and photograph stream bank
erosion adjacent to access road annually,
and inspect after flood events

In addition to the dam safety recommendations above, asset management recommendations are
made in the following table.
Table 11-2 ISI Asset Management Recommendations
No.

Recommendation

(a)

Dam and Instrumentation

(b)

Spillways

AMR2014 - 1

(c)

Investigate and upgrade spillway barrier
as required to ensure compliance with
Building Code / Building Act.

Refer
Section

Ranking

4.3

P

5.1

N

5.2

N

Status/
Action

Intake Tower

AMR2011-3

Replace failed intake tower screen winch
with a new winch. Ensure new system is
fit for purpose and has adequate safety
features to minimise risk of damage to
pipes and diver/operator injury.
Alex Miller (NCC) advises in his 2
September 2013 email that “the failed
winch is solely for the purpose of lifting
the scour plate and as this is invariably
programmed work, a winch can be hired
on each occasion for the short period of
time (days) involved. We will check the
attachment point for corrosion”

AMR2013-7

Repair corroded winch components on
intake tower superstructure.

(d)

Culvert & Pipework

(e)

South Branch Intake

Maitai Dam Intermediate Safety Inspection 2014
Nelson City Council

Specialised
winch
required.
Requires
update of
O&M
procedure.
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No.

Recommendation

AMR2010 - 14

Include modifications in update of As Built
drawings.

AMR2011 - 4

Include inspection of undermined South
Branch concrete apron in annual
inspections and repair as required.

(f)

Mechanical and electrical

(g)

Access roads

Maitai Dam Intermediate Safety Inspection 2014
Nelson City Council

Refer
Section

Ranking

Status/
Action

D
8.1

N

T&T Ref. 24480.800 Issue 1
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Appendix A:

Relevant Drawings

·

Figure 12-1 Seepage measurement and standpipe locations

·

Figure 12-2 Diagrammatic of pipework and control system

·

Figure 12-3 Instrumentation layout and details

·

Figure 12-4 Culvert longitudinal section

Figure 12-1 Seepage measurement and standpipe locations

Figure 12-2 Diagrammatic of pipework and control system

Figure 12-3 Instrumentation layout and details

Figure 12-4 Culvert longitudinal section

Appendix B:
·

Piezometer, standpipe and seepage records

Summary of records, Plots 1 to 6
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Plot 1 - Instrument Line 1 ( 01 April 2011 - 31 March 2014 )
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Plot 3 - Instrument Line 3 ( 01 April 2011 - 31 March 2014 )
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Plot 4 - Standpipe Piezometers ( 01 April 2011 - 31 March 2014 )
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Plot 5 - Seepage ( 01 April 2011 - 31 March 2014 )
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Plot 6 - Seepage - with heavy rainfall events ( 01 April 2011 - 31 March 2014 )
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30/05/2013
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Earthquake (Lake Grassmere)
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Drain
RHC
Abutment
drain
CC

Monthly Rainfall (mm)

Max.
Acceptable
Flow
(l/sec)

Range of Recorded Flows (l/sec)
1986 – March 2014

Operation Period
April 2013 –
March 2014

Main Dam Central Collector (CC) *

14.0

0.42 – 7.856

0.78 – 1.35

Seepage Collector Outlet

14.0

0.601 – 9.58

0.78 – 1.53

Exit Area Outlet
- RHS
- LHS

5.0
0.5

Nil – 3.64
Nil

Nil – 0.2
Nil

Abutment Drain Outlet
- LHC
- RHC

2.0
2.0

Nil – 0.588
Nil – 3.20

Nil – 0.35
Nil – 0.25

Interceptor Drain in Culvert Invert

0.1

0.018 – 0.526

0.04 – 0.05

Spillway Drainage:
- Apron LHS

1.0#

Nil – 0.52

- Apron RHS

1.0#

Nil – 0.50

- Apron RHS (no fines)
- MH3 from slab 6
- MH3 from slab 5
- MH3 from RHS walls (cut off)
- MH3 from RHS walls (local)
- MH3 Main Collector
- MH2 from slab 4
- MH2 from slab 3
- MH2 from LHS walls
- MH2 from RHS walls
- MH2 main collector
- MH1 from slab 2
- MH1 from slab 1 (lower)
- MH1 from slab 1 (upper)
- MH1 from LHS walls
- MH1 from RHS walls

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
4.0+
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0+
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Nil – Fast flow
Nil – 0.56
Nil – 0.20
Nil
Nil – 0.147
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil – 0.135
Nil
Nil – 0.133
Nil
Nil – 0.047
Nil

Slow flow – mod
flow
Slow flow – mod
flow
Nil – mod flow
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil – slow trickle
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Chimney Drain High Level
- in Spillway MH1
- in RHS c drain

Measurable Flow
Measurable Flow

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil

Drainage from Mixing Box

Measurable Flow

Nil

Nil - trickle

Control Building
- Exit Area

Measurable Flow

Nil – 0.111

Nil

- Manhole Area

Measurable Flow

Nil – 0.098

Nil

LOCATION

Notes:

*

Flows are calculated by subtracting LHC& RHC Abutment flows from the seepage collector
outlet.

** Indicates peak flow is from specific monitoring following heavy rainfall
#

Drainage from flip bucket may increase this flow by up to 15 l/sec

Reservoir Level in Operational Period: approx. 173.50 – 173.88 m RL

Appendix C:

Correspondence of unusual occurrences
during monitoring period

Paul McCallum
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Paul McCallum
Thursday, 25 July 2013 4:21 p.m.
Alan Tolland
howard.schuppan@ncc.govt.nz
RE: Maitai_Dam_piezos_and_seepage_records

Hi Alan,
Thanks for that data. Looking through the latest data it appears that flow from LHC Abutment Drain is still high on
22 July. After reviewing past performance of LHC following earthquake activity it appears that LHC has responded to
previous events quite sharply and this reading (within acceptable limits) is not necessarily cause for
alarm. However, as per my previous advice to Howard, we recommend that Trevor continue to monitor flow from
LHC until readings return to normal levels. A frequency of every 1 to 2 days would be appropriate. It would also be
prudent to record flow from RHC and CC drains at the same time to ensure no further trends are developing.
With regard to the piezometers, P25 appears to have dropped 9.5m head on 1 July and continued to remain low for
the latest three readings following the earthquake. The head drop appears to coincide with a period of heavy
rainfall and reflects previous responses to high rainfall noted throughout its operation. It is noted that this
instrument is high in the downstream, shoulder near the right abutment and typically reads at or about tip level of
approximately RL169.3m. This drop is likely to be a limit of the instrument (they are not designed to read negative
pressures), most likely reading movement of a “wetting front” from the heavy rainfall and is not considered to be
cause for alarm.
Regards,
Paul

From: Alan Tolland [mailto:Alan.Tolland@ncc.govt.nz]
Sent: Thursday, 25 July 2013 2:26 p.m.
To: Paul McCallum
Subject: Maitai_Dam_piezos_and_seepage_records
Good afternoon Paul.
Attached is the latest spreadsheet update for the piezo and seepage records of the Maitai Dam,
updated after the recent earthquakes in the area.
Regards / Ngā mihi,
Alan Tolland
Investigator / Contracts Supervisor - Utilities / Kaitirotiro/kaiwhakahaere kānataraki - Ngā whaipainga
Nelson City Council / Te Kaunihera o Whakatū
03 545 8843
www.nelsoncitycouncil.co.nz
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Paul McCallum
To:
Subject:

Paul McCallum
RE: maitai message

File Note re: Telephone Conversation (23 July 2013) advice from Paul McCallum of T&T to Howard Schuppan of NCC
regarding unusual seepage into MH2:
· Treat as unusual occurrence and continue to monitor daily until it returns to normal,
· Advise T&T if it does not after 2 days or if flow increases/becomes cloudy.
From: Paul McCallum
Sent: Tuesday, 23 July 2013 11:34 a.m.
To: Simon Croft
Cc: David Bouma
Subject: FW: maitai message
FYI. Had a call from Howard Schuppan earlier this morning re possible seepage from spillway slab 4 into MH2 at
Maitai Dam (location plan attached). As per the email below it looks like the flow is from the main collector rather
than spillway slab. Data suggests (data) that there has been no measureable flow from this source since 2000, with
a previous maximum of 0.135 between construction and 2000. The estimated flow now is in the order of 0.003 l/s
(the limit for this drain is 2 l/s). Howard also notes that flow is not evident in MH1 (above) and MH3 (below),
suggesting that it is seeping out of the drain to ground.
My thoughts: Treat as unusual occurrence and continue to monitor daily until it returns to normal, or advise T&T if
it does not after 2 days or if flow increases/becomes cloudy. The original OM&S Manual (extract attached) notes
that T&T should evaluate if further action is required within 2 days (although this relates to exceedences of limits,
rather than floes outside normal expectations but still well within limits).
Any comments?
P.
From: Howard Schuppan [mailto:howard.schuppan@ncc.govt.nz]
Sent: Tuesday, 23 July 2013 10:12 a.m.
To: Paul McCallum
Cc: Alan Tolland; Alex Miller; WTP Daytime
Subject: RE: maitai message
Hello Paul
Looks like it may have been something of a false alarm.
Trevor has inspected the spillway manholes.
Very slight flow into MH2 but from main collector rather than any of the underslab drains. Flow is
clear but barely measurable. Trevor thought it would take 5minutes or more to fill a litre
container. There was no flow at MH1 and also no flow at MH3, which is perhaps the only slightly
worrying aspect as it could suggest that there may be a leak out of that collector drain (?) Could get
that cctv’d
Any thoughts on how much longer and at what frequency we should monitor. Rain has set in here
now so that may muddy the waters slightly
Regards

Howard Schuppan
Manager Utilities
1

Nelson City Council / Te Kaunihera o Whakatū
03 546 0293 or 027 471 8337
www.nelsoncitycouncil.co.nz

From: Paul McCallum [mailto:PMcCallum@tonkin.co.nz]
Sent: Tuesday, 23 July 2013 9:35 a.m.
To: Howard Schuppan
Subject: RE: maitai message

Further to my last email, can you also ask Trevor to confirm if flow into the manhole was clear or cloudy.
Thanks,
Paul
From: Paul McCallum
Sent: Tuesday, 23 July 2013 9:30 a.m.
To: 'howard.schuppan@ncc.govt.nz'
Subject: maitai message
Hi Howard,
I received your message. I will check the location details on our plans and get back to you shortly. Let me know if
Trevor has any further updates.
Regards,
Paul
This email is covered by the disclaimers which can be found at www.nelsoncitycouncil.co.nz/exclusionof-liability
If you have received this email and any attachments to it in error, please take no action based on it,
copy it or show it to anyone. Please advise the sender and delete your copy. Thank you.
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Appendix D:
·

Piezometer limits

Taken from 1998 Safety Review Report

Piezometer Limits
Piezometer

Current Limit (m)

Comments

T&T 1999 Comment

P1

30.00

1.0 m below lake

(2)

P2

28.50

2.5 m below lake

(1)

P3

23.00

8.0 m below lake

(2)

P4

0.00

0.5 m above tip

(2)

P5

-3.50

Sensitive to air in system

(2)

P6

-0.90

0.5 m above tip

(2)

P7

-5.50

Sensitive to air in system

(2)

P8

30.50

0.5 m below lake

(1)

P9

13.50

0.5 m above tip

(1)

P10

31.00

Lake level

(1)

P11

22.50

8.5 m below lake

(1)

P12

8.50

Sensitive to air in system

(1)

P13

13.30

0.5 m above tip

(1)

P14

10.50

0.5 m above tip

(2)

P15

5.00

0.5 m above tip

(1)

P16

28.00

3.0 m below lake

(1)

P17

22.00

9.0 m below lake

(1)

P18

14.00

17.0 m below lake

(1)

P19

13.30

0.5 m above tip

(1)

P20

6.40

0.5 m above tip

(1)

P21

4.50

Sensitive to air in system

(1)

P22

31.00

Lake level

(2)

P23

26.40

0.5 m above tip

(1)

P24

31.00

1.0 m below lake

(1)

P25

26.35

0.5 m above tip

(3)

P26

29.00

No change

(2)

P27

26.60

0.1 m above previous levels

(1)

Notes:
(1)

Revised limits based on historical performance and acceptable in terms of design flow net

(2)

Original limits retained

(3)

P25 accepted as damaged and non-functioning

Appendix E:
·

Diver report

Commercial Diving Consultants – August 2013 dive report

